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UF Model United Nations is an new UN
simulation gathering young people from
across the globe to discuss international
affairs. During the conference, you will have
the opportunity to build friendships as well as
practice the skills needed to become the
leaders of tomorrow.
Seize this opportunity and join this year’s host
team and be part of creating an amazing
experience! As a part of the host team you
can either participate as a team member or a
team leader.

Vice President

PR and Media Team

Are you extremely motivated to be
part of the team but maybe feel you
don't have enough experience to apply
for the other positions but still want to
be, then this is your position. You will
be responsible for assisting the
president in the overall administration
of UFMUN as well as responsible for
team building. Division of tasks
between the president and the vice
president is different every year and is
discussed between the successful
candidate at the start of the term.

Do you enjoy writing and design? Are you
a master of social media?
Use your creative side in creating graphic
design for UFMUN responsible for
designing posters,

Human Resources
Team
Be the connection between the
delegates and UFMUN through the
process, offering help on all matters
from applications and fees to
accommodation and travel. We are
looking for those with a warm heart
who likes helping others and are quick
in answering emails.
Since UFMUN is a new UN simulation
we are also looking for people with
experience of MUNs to help us build up
a drive and documents. You get free
hands and will have the chance to form
important documents future MUNs will
use.

editing photos and videos, writing posts
for our social media accounts. If you are
creative and like to come up with new
ideas about how to take our
communications channels this position is
the right for you!

Secretary General
Team
Experienced in taking minutes or want
to find sponsors to secure both funding
and materials for the conference. Then
be part of this team. A very diverse
team which have members working with
the institutional memory of the
organisation like taking minutes,
We are looking for someone able and
experienced to facilitate partnerships
with a range of potential partners,
securing sponsors and grants. You will
also write grant applications, with the
help of the President.

Logistics Team

Scenario Team

Do you enjoy a Tuesday at Snerikes as
much as the world of international
politics?
We are looking for someone who is
organized and detail-oriented, willing to
find rooms to book, manage catering,
ensure that all the materials needed are
obtained, find and work with suppliers,
and manage up the conference
volunteers.

Want have the responsibility
of selecting the theme of the
simulation? Do you enjoy researching
and writing about current issues in
the world of international politics?
Then this is your chance!

The team have the assignment to ensure
that the logistics processes are running
smoothly and that we have a social
programme during the conference. This
will include everything from internal
events for the team, such as a good pub
night or fika to all the events during the
conference, such as a gasque, a mingle
and more!

You will be responsible for the
content aspect of the event. There
will also be an opportunity for you to
take an active part in the actual
committee sessions and make sure
that the debates are running
smoothly, as well as learning more
about the UN’s rules of procedure.
You will also be strongly engaged in
academic preparation and selection
of chairs in the lead up to the
conference. We are looking for
someone with a great interest in
international politics and writing!

Submit your application through THIS link
Deadline: October 27th.
Email questions to: ufmun@ufuppsala.se.

